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It will be at once conservative and progressive, a foe to democracy and revolution, but the firm friend of all
constitutional reform. A simple way of thinking about this is to look at the nationals. Should the signs JP was
in trouble have been spotted sooner? The need for local newspapers has never been greater, but they must
evolve. Among its current staff are investigative journalist Rob Waugh, as well as sports writers Richard
Sutcliffe and Nick Westby. However, if the new holding company manages to keep the current media empire
intact, it must invest in local news, rather than take from it. Nationally, newspaper sales have been following a
general downward trend, independently owned titles such as the Rotherham Advertiser and Barnsley
Chronicle have generally fared much better than those in the JP stable. Not at all. Lessons to be learned from
the demise of the South Yorkshire Times? According to a message sent to all Johnston Press published by
David King and reproduced by holdthefrontpage , staff working for the newspaper group are set to lose their
pensions and the entire group is up for sale. With potentially radical changes afoot, what does the future hold
for its paid titles and 37 free sheets? But an article produced by the Sun would look massively out of place in
The Times and vice-versa. The Leeds Intelligencer was a weekly newspaper until it was given its current name
and was published daily in  In , as its parent company Johnston Press sought to cut costs, it was merged with
the Yorkshire Evening Post â€” the local newspaper for Leeds - with the then editor, Peter Charlton,
overseeing both titles. What next for JP and its successors? It is now located at No. That was until it was
provided its own resources under the short-lived reign of Jim Oldfield who was appointed editor of the South
Yorkshire Times in  Perhaps unsurprisingly to arguably anyone but the JP executives, the circulation fell and
the death knell was sounded when the Times produced its last print copy in  Will the successors to JP learn
these lessons? The pessimist in me thinks it will probably only be a matter of time before we see further titles
disappear from the shelves. Perhaps understandably, sales dropped when readers rightly started to question
why their local daily newspaper was choosing to hail the virtues of its big city neighbour over their own
community needs. However, with all areas of the group up for sale, it is probable that further areas of the once
great Johnston Empire will continue to be sold off â€” assuming of course that the price is right. History
Launched in as a printing business, Johnston Press first entered the newspaper market as far back as when it
purchased the Falkirk Herald. Rather than equip these highly respected titles with the vital resources needed to
operate effectively, journalism jobs were slashed, resulting in the vital editorial content being inevitably
compromised. In stark contrast, the JP owned Doncaster Free Press is largely run out of Sheffield, some 20
miles away, the Sheffield Star is increasingly reliant upon content shared content with its sister paper the
Yorkshire Post, and you could just about walk into the newsagent of in any time where a JP title operates to
read the same bland, non-descript features on Lifestyle, Motoring and Travel, etc. The JP executives began
scrutinising all areas of its business operations, attempting to cut costs and a few corners along the way.
Suddenly the people of Mexborough had re-gained a voice and the small circulation enjoyed by the newspaper
began to show signs of improvement. Why did JP ever think that pooling journalism resources and sacrificing
the all-important connection between local newspapers and the readers they serve would work? However, the
new dawn proved to be short lived. In the interim all newspaper titles held by Johnston Press including the
Yorkshire Post and Sheffield Star, will be transferred to a holding company, enabling the business to attempt
to hang onto its prized assets whilst jettisoning its liabilities. Content for the newspaper relied largely upon
recycled Doncaster Free Press editorial with an occasional Sheffield Star story thrown in for good measure.
From golden goose to poisoned chalice Yet at the same time, the group continued to amass huge levels of
debt, whilst failing to adapt to a changing marketplace. The merger saw the formation of combined
departments for news, business, sport and features â€” with correspondents writing for both titles. Free
newspapers, a model which has worked well in some areas of the UK have lacked the necessary resources to
be successful too; with the Dronfield Advertiser, Eckington Leader and the Sheffield Gazette all ceasing
production in recent years. Preliminary demolition began in March , while in April it was announced the
iconic tower would be spared.


